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22 South Williams St. The neighborhood on the west bank of the Miami River began a period of rapid growth with the
construction of a streetcar line along Third Street in 1869. Home construction flourished and

a commercial district started taking shape alongThird Street. As part of that growth a two-story brick

building was constructed by two brothers, Abraham and Joseph Nicholas, in 1886 at 22 South Williams
Street. For varying lengths of time prior to 1895, the building served as agrocery store, a feed store,

asaloon, and a boarding house.

With the growth of the Wright brothers' bicycle

business came a need to expand their operations.

They chose 22 South Williams for the space that

it offered, and for its proximity to the family home

at 7 Hawthorne Street, just a block away.

Their businesses operated from this building

between the spring of 1895 and tlie fall of 1897.

The printing business had decreased in

importance and was placed on the second floor,

while the bicycle operations took place on the

first floor. This was the third of four west side

locations chosen by the brothers for their bicycle

business and the third of four rented locations

for their printing business. This was the first

time that both businesses were brought together

under the same roof.

Businesses for the

Brothers

Printing was the first joint venture undertaken

by the Wright brothers. Started as a

joint effort between Orville and his

friend Ed Sines in 1889, the

printing work expanded and

became a cooperative effort between

the two Wright brothers. As Wright &

Wright, Job Printers grew, it moved

through a series of business locations

along WestThird Street, Between 1890

and 1895, the business was located on the

second floor of the Hoover Block on the

comer of Third and Williams. While not fully

successful at establishing a local newspaper, the

printing business did provide a modest monthly

income. Yet, printing would not long remain the

main occupation for the brothers.

The Wright brothers became interested in bicycles

in 1892 with the purchase of two machines.

Personal transportation had been revolutionized

in 1887 with the production of the "safety"

bicycle, a machine featuring two wheels of equal

size and a chain drive system from the pedals to

the rear wheel. No longer was short distance

travel confined to walking or to horseback.

Suddenly, individuals could move from place to

place with an ease that had never occurred before.

By 1892 the demand for this new form of

transportation erupted into a national craze. With

this demand came a sharp increase in manufact

uring, sales and repair facilities. 1894 saw over a

dozen sales and manufacturing outlets scattered

across Dayton. One of those facilities was owned

and operated by Wilbur and Orville Wright.




